Spanish labels
PBI/Gordon Corp. has published two new Spanish labels on its corporate Web site: Trimec Southern Broadleaf Herbicide and Trimec Plus Selective Grass and Weed Herbicide. Material safety data for the products is also available online in Spanish. For more information, visit www.pbigordon.com or contact 800-821-7925.

GIS system
StrataPoint offers its Geo-referenced Information System (GIS) for golf courses in the Point DataMap networked version. All modules of Point DataMap, including irrigation, trees, turf, crown profiler and personnel, now operate from any work station on the course. For more information, contact 651-322-4000.

Twin-spinner technology
Ty-Crop introduces a twin-spinner for its ProPass 180 that utilizes new technology created to expand the versatility of the spinner’s already proven light and frequent performance. The spinner delivers consistency across the entire spread width. For more information, contact 800-845-7249 or visit www.tycrop.com.

Gas chlorinator
REGAL gas chlorinators reduce algae and slime buildup in irrigation systems. They also aid in preventing disease, fungus and mold. In addition, they control odors that can emit from irrigation systems, and the gas chlorinators are easy to maintain and clean. For more information, contact 772-288-4854 or visit www.regalchlorinators.com.

Microorganism treatment
Advanced Microbial Solutions LLC and John Deere Golf & Turf One Source introduce SuperBio Pit Boss, a blend of microorganisms created specifically for treatment systems. SuperBio Pit Boss breaks down solid wastes and reduces odors in golf course wash pits and drainage fields. The natural, stable microbial blend is effective in digesting solids, such as grass clippings and petroleum products, lessening the need to pump solids from the holding tanks and consequently benefiting the environment. As an odor-reducer, Pit Boss makes warm-day work more tolerable for employees. For more information, contact 800-537-8233 or visit www.JohnDeere.com.

Ball washer
Par Aide introduces the new Par Aide Tee Pro, a ball washer design that uses recycled plastic. The design allows superintendents to keep a consistent look with other Par Aide recycled plastic units. It uses the same agitator and brush assembly as all other Par Aide Ball Washers. It is also maintenance-free. For further information, contact 888-893-2433 or www.paraide.com.

Professional members of the American Society of Irrigation Consultants have passed an extensive peer review and qualification process. Working with an ASIC member gives you the confidence that a highly-qualified irrigation consultant is on the job, helping to protect your interests and your investment. Contact ASIC to find a consultant near you.

PO Box 426
Rochester, MA 02770
508-763-8140
Fax: 508-763-8102
www.ASIC.org
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“Hiring a professional irrigation consultant is very important to the success and outcome of a major irrigation installation or restoration project. The planning and specifications, prepared by a professional consultant, lay the foundation for lasting solutions that achieve environmental and business objectives.”

JOHN ZIMMERS
Golf Course Superintendent • Oakmont Country Club
Oakmont, Pennsylvania